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FEASIBLE OFFSET AND OPTIMAL OFFSET FOR GENERAL
SINGLE-LAYER CHANNEL ROUTING*
RONALD I. GREENBERG? AND JAU-DER SHIH$
Abstract. This paper provides an efficient method to find all feasible offsets for a given sepration in a very large-scale integration (VLSI) channel-routing problem in one layer. The previous
literature considers this task only for problems with no single-sided nets. When single-sided nets
are included, the worst-case solution time increases from O(n) to (n2), where n is the number of
nets. But if the number of columns c is O(n), the problem can be solved in time O(n 1"5 lg n), which
improves upon a "naive" O(cn) approach. As a corollary of this result, the same time bound suffices
to find the optimal offset (the one that minimizes separation). Better running times result when
there are no two-sided nets or all single-sided nets are on one side of the channel. This paper also
gives improvements upon the naive approach for c
O(n), including an algorithm with running
time independent of c. An interesting algorithmic aspect of the paper is a connection to discrete
convolution.

Key words. VLSI layout, channel routing, single-layer wire routing, discrete convolution,
combinatorial algorithms
AMS subject classifications. 68Q35, 68Q25

1. Introduction. Much attention has been given to planar or single-layer wire
routing for very large-scale integration (VLSI) chips. Most popular has been river
routing in the restricted sense of the term, the connection of two parallel rows of corresponding points, e.g., [11] and the references therein. Other works have considered
routing within a rectangle [2], placement and routing within a ring of pads [1], or
routing between very general arrangements of modules [10], [4].
Ironically, single-layer routing may become more relevant as technology evolves
toward chips with increasing numbers of layers. With many layers, it becomes more
likely that an individual layer can be dedicated to a coplanar subset of the original
collection of nets. For example, the heuristic multilayer channel router MulCh [7]
improved upon previous multilayer channel routers by dividing the problem into essentially independent subproblems of one, two, or three layers.
In this paper, we consider the single-layer channel-routing problem, which is more
general than the more heavily studied river-routing problem. Channel routing is
similar to river routing in that both deal with the interconnection of terminals lying
in two parallel rows (sides of the channel); also, for simplicity, we restrict attention to
two-point nets as in river routing. 2 But we allow nets that have both their terminals
on the same side of the channel, contrary to river routing. The existence of these
single-sided nets is both realistic (as in the example problems of [7]) and a significant
algorithmic complication. As shown in Fig. 1, the usual convention is to draw the rows
of terminals horizontally; only the region between these rows is available for routing.
Received by the editors July 12, 1993; accepted for publication (in revised form) June 9, 1994.
This research was supported in part by National Science Foundation grant CCR-9109550.
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Department of Information Engineering, Kaohsiung Polytechnic Institute, Ta-Hsu, Kaohsiung
84008, Taiwan, Republic of China (jdshih(C)nas04.kp+/-.edu.tw).
This is the only use of the term "river routing" in this paper; we refer to more complicated
variations of the problem as "single-layer" or "planar" routing.
2 Multiterminal nets can be handled by a transformation that might be considered "folklore." It
is described in [8] in the context of showing that minimum separation problems can be solved even
more easily than by actually applying the transformation.
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of a routed single-layer channel.

We refer to single-sided nets that have their two terminals on the top (bottom) as
upper (lower) nets. Nets with terminals on opposite sides are referred to as two-sided
nets. We restrict attention to a rectilinear, grid-based model in which terminals lie
on gridpoints and wires are disjoint paths through grid edges. We use c to denote the
total number of grid columns from the leftmost terminal to the rightmost terminal
and n to denote the number of nets.
The greatest attention has been given to the minimum separation version of the
problem. In this case, we assume that the horizontal positions of the terminals are
completely fixed, but we seek the minimum vertical distance between the two rows of
terminals that allows the routing to be completed. An O(n) time solution in the riverrouting case was given in [6]. Though some erroneous solutions have been published
for the general channel-routing case, a simple and correct O(n) algorithm is provided
in [8].
In this paper, other important versions of the river-routing problem are solved in
the context of channel routing; in these problems, we allow the rows of terminals to
be offset relative to one another. That is, we allow the upper row of terminals to be
slid as a block to the left or right, though individual terminals do not shift position
relative to one another. (This models the situation in which we are trying to wire
together two modules, each having terminals on one side, and we have substantial
freedom on how to place the modules.) The optimal offset problem involves finding
the offset that minimizes the amount of separation necessary to route the problem.
A related problem, which we refer to as the feasible offset problem, is to determine all
offsets that are feasible (i.e., give enough room to route) at a given separation. In the
river-routing context, the second problem is usually called the offset range problem,
since the feasible offsets always constitute a single continuous range, but this property
does not hold for channels with single-sided nets.
Mirzaian [11] showed that feasible offset and optimal offset can be computed in
O(n) time in the river-routing case, but we are not aware of any published solutions
for channels with single-sided nets. One complication that arises when single-sided
nets are included is that the solution time is no longer insensitive to the number of
columns in the problem (at least for feasible offset). As illustrated in Fig. 2, if the
number of columns is large, the number of disjoint intervals of feasible offsets may
be t(n2). But if c- O(n), we show that feasible offset can be solved in O(n L5 lgn)
time. This improves on the naive O(cn) time obtained by running the O(n) algorithm
for the minimum separation problem at each of the 2c offsets that may need to be
checked. In the remainder of this paper, we express our running times in terms of c
as well as n where necessary but concentrate on obtaining a good running time when
c
O(n). Later, we give an algorithm that is less efficient for c O(n) but has a
running time independent of c.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 2, we introduce some
additional terminology and notation and show how to solve the feasible offset problem
for a channel in which all nets are single sided. In this case, the running time with
c O(n) is O(n 1"5 l/i), which leads to an O(n 1"5 lx/) algorithm for optimal offset.
(The optimal offset problem as defined above is trivial when all nets are single sided;
large offset minimizes separation. But we can handle a nontrivial generalization of the
problem in which certain offsets are disallowed.) In 3, we show how to combine ideas
from 2 with some new ideas to obtain solutions for channels with both single-sided
and two-sided nets. For the general channel, the running time to solve either feasible
offset or optimal offset is O(n 1"5 lgn). Section 4 provides concluding remarks and
some additional results. In particular, feasible offset and optimal offset can be solved
in time O(n 2 lg n) independent of c. Also, the optimal placement problem, involving
multiple modules on each side of the channel, can be handled in O(n 3) time.
2. Channels with single-sided nets only. In this section, we deal with the
special case of channels with only single-sided nets. Much of the work we do here will
help us in the next section where we consider channels that have both single-sided
and two-sided nets.
We begin by explaining some notation and terminology that we use throughout
this paper. First, we use L, U, and T for the sets of lower, upper, and two-sided
nets, respectively, and N for the complete set of nets in the channel. In addition, we
often use the same notation interchangeably for a set of nets or for a lower or upper
contour. The contour of a set of lower nets is the upper boundary of the routing
region consumed in the routing of those nets that minimizes total wire length. That
is, when the nets are routed as tightly as possible against the bottom of the channel,
the contour is formed by the uppermost nets and portions of the channel boundary.
The contour of a set of upper nets is defined similarly. We also refer often to subsets of
contours, which simply means restricting the contour to certain columns (even though
there may be no set of nets that would generate the resulting contour). We use the
notation FOP and OOP to refer to the feasible offset problem and optimal offset
problem, respectively. We also use the more precise notation FOP(s, A) to represent
the set of solutions to the feasible offset problem with separation s and the set A of
nets (or contours or contour fragments). We also use analogous notation SSFOP and
SSOOP for the corresponding problems when all nets are single sided. (For optimal
offset, we permit the problem specification to disallow some set of offsets, e.g., all
offsets _> c/2; otherwise SSOOP is trivial.)
Our first step in solving SSFOP is to find the contours of the upper and lower nets.
We use Pinter’s result that O(n) time suffices to find a contour (i.e., the coordinates
of all the bends in the contour) [12].
LEMMA 2.1 (Pinter). The contour of a set of n single-sided nets can be found in

O(n)

time.
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Once we find the contours of the upper and lower nets, SSFOP can be expressed
simply in terms of these contours. At each column, we define the extension of a contour
to be the distance that the contour extends into the channel at that column. Then we
are simply seeking all offsets for which no vertical cut corresponds to extensions of the
upper and lower contours that sum to more than the separation under consideration.
One way to solve this problem would be to compute the discrete convolution of the
two sequences of extensions with the max and / operators substituted for the usual
+ and It is unknown whether max, / convolution for vectors of length n can be
computed in better than (n 2) time; still it will be seen that there is some relationship
between convolution and our solution technique for SSFOP.
We begin with a general lemma that allows us to decompose SSFOP into smaller
instances of the problem. In each of the smaller problems, we use only a portion of the
lower contour, while retaining the entire upper contour. In fact, the lemma applies
even when there are also two-sided nets. (Naturally, we also could switch the roles of
the lower and upper contours.)
LEMMA 2.2. Let L1,L2,...,Lk be any subsets of the contour L of the lower
nets such that LI U L2 (2... (.J Lk L, and let A be an additional set of nets. Then
k
FOP(s, L t2 A) [i=
FOP(s, Li U A).
Proof. This follows from the fact that routing is possible if and only if each line
segment from the top of the channel to the bottom of the channel is long enough (in
the L metric) to accommodate the number of nets that must cross it (i.e., each cut
is safe). More details on the theory of single-layer routability can be found in [10];
see especially 2.1.
D
We now proceed to decompose the lower contour into pieces that are easier to
handle and not too numerous. The next three lemmas are directed toward handling
pieces of the contour that have large extension, and the following two lemmas handle
portions of the contour in which there are not too many distinct extensions. Then we
show how to put these two ideas together to solve the entire problem.
For the next lemma, we define a special type of contour fragment such that if it
comprises the entire lower contour, then SSFOP is particularly easy to solve. A monotonic subset of the lower contour L is a subset of L, such that the extensions within
the selected columns are monotonically nondecreasing or monotonically nonincreasing
as we move across the columns.
LEMMA 2.3. If Lm is a monotonic subset of the lower contour and U is the upper
contour, then we can solve SSFOP(s, Lm U U) in O(n) time.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume the (nonzero portion of the) lower contour has nondecreasing extensions from left to right. We need only march across
the columns of the upper contour once from left to right. Initially, we consider a
far left position for the lower contour (highly negative offset). The check for each
column of the upper contour involves adding the upper extension to the lower extension for the corresponding column of the lower contour, based on the current offset,
and comparing to the upper bound on separation. After any unsuccessful check, the
current offset is incremented and we do not yet advance to the next column of the
upper contour. After each successful check, we move to the next column of the upper
contour; prior columns never need to be rechecked at larger offsets since the lower
contour is nondecreasing. When the rightmost column of the lower contour is involved in a successful check, a feasible offset has been found and, again, the current
offset is incremented. The O(c) approach just described can actually be improved to
O(n) time because of the following two facts. First, we really only need to look at

.
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columns of the upper contour where the upper contour bends. Second, there are at
most n places where the extension of the lower contour changes, and preprocessing of
the lower contour will allow us to increment offset sufficiently after each unsuccessful check so that we can proceed immediately to the next bend point of the upper
contour.
In the next lemma, we show that not only are monotonic pieces of contour easy
to handle but that we don’t have to check too many of them as long as we restrict
attention to sections of contour with large extension. Here we define a monotonic
subset to be maximal if no other monotonic subset contains it. Now we bound the
number of maximal monotonic subsets in the portion of the contour with extension
of at least h.
LEMMA 2.4. Let Lg be the subset of the lower contour containing only extensions
greater than or equal to h. Then Lg contains at most c/2h maximal monotonic pieces.
Proof. To have a maximal monotonic piece of the lower contour with extensions
of at least h, there must be h lower nets nested one inside the next. Therefore, a
maximal monotonic piece with extensions greater than or equal to h must span at
least 2h columns, so Lg contains at most c/2h maximal monotonic pieces.
We can now put together Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 to solve SSFOP efficiently for
any piece of lower contour in which all extensions are large enough.
LEMMA 2.5. If Lg is a subset of the lower contour containing only extensions greater than or equal to h and if U is the upper contour, then we can solve
SSFOP(s, Lg U U) in O(cn/h) time.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we know that it suffices to solve the problem independently
for each of the maximal monotonic pieces of La. By Lemma 2.4 there are O(c/h) such
pieces, and by Lemma 2.30(n) time suffices for each piece.
What remains is to solve the SSFOP for the portion of the lower contour with
small extensions. (Later we’ll show how to choose h, the dividing point between
large and small extensions.) The next lemma handles the simplified case in which all
extensions on the lower contour are 0 or 1. The following lemma goes on to handle h
distinct extensions.
LEMMA 2.6. If all extensions are 0 or 1, we can solve SSFOP in O(clg c) time.
Proof. The only interesting case is separation 1, and the feasible offsets correspond to the zero entries in the convolution of the upper and lower extensions. The
convolution can be computed in O(c lg c) time by using the Fast Fourier Transform
method. (See [5], for example.)
LEMMA 2.7. If all extensions of the lower contour are at most h, we can solve

SSFOP in O(hclgc) time.
Proof. From Lemma 2.2, SSFOP(s, L t U)

h
SSFOP(s, Li U U), where Li is
[i=1
We can now solve SSFOP(s, Li U U)

the subset of the lower contour with extension i.
using Lemma 2.6 after assigning 1 to the lower extensions in Li and those upper
extensions exceeding s- and 0 to the other extensions. Since we have a total of h
problems, each solvable in O(c lg c) time, the total time is O(hc lg c).
Now we can provide an overall solution to SSFOP by combining our results for
contours with large extensions and contours with small extensions.
THEOREM 2.8. SSFOP can be solved in O(cv/n lg c) time.
Proof. SSFOP(s, L U U) SSFOP(s, L U U) N SSFOP(s, Lg U), where L is
the subset of L with extensions less than h and Lg is the subset of L with extensions
greater than or equal to h. Using Lemmas 2.7 and 2.5 with h v/n/lg c, the solution
time is O(cv/n lg c).
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FIG. 3. The effect of two-sided nets in (a) is incorporated into the top contour in (b). In this
figure, Lo is a monotonic portion of the lower contour.

We can adapt the halving technique of [11] to solve SSOOP in the same time as
SSFOP. The details will be shown in 3. The following theorem is just a simplified
version of Theorem 3.8:

THEOREM 2.9. SSOOP can be solved in O(cv/n lg c) time.
COROLLARY 2.10. SSFOP and SSOOP can be solved in O(n1"5 lx/) time for
c

O(n).

3. General single-layer channel. In this section, we use the ideas of 2 to
solve FOP and OOP when there are two-sided as well as single-sided nets. As before,
we begin by computing the contours of the upper and lower nets. Also as before we
consider separately the portions of the lower contour with large extensions and the
portions with small extensions and then show how to put these ideas together. But
first we consider an intermediate case, that is, when there are both single-sided and
two-sided nets but all the single-sided nets are on one side.
LEMMA 3.1. When all single-sided nets are on one side, FOP and OOP can be
solved in O(n) time.
Proof. When the single-sided nets are on one side, we can extend the method
of Mirzaian [11]. The basic idea is that as in river routing, the feasible offsets at a
given separation form a continuous range whose bounds are determined by O(n) cut
[-I
conditions. More details can be found in [9].
To deal with the extra complications of two-sided nets, we also must introduce
two new definitions.
First, let L0 be a subset of the contour of the lower nets and T a set of two-sided
nets whose lower terminals are to the left of L0. Define T/Lo as the upper contour
obtained by pulling up the lower terminals of the nets in T and reconnecting them to
the upper side to the left of preexisting terminals. That is, we convert the nets in T
to single-sided nets without violating planarity and without moving what were their
lower terminals to the wrong side of L0. This notation is also used analogously for any
set A of upper and two-sided nets as long as the lower terminal of each two-sided net
is to the left or right of all nonzero extensions in L0. In all cases, A/Lo is the upper
contour formed by moving lower terminals in T away from L0 and to the upper side.
Finally, the notation can also be used with a portion of the upper contour, in which
case "upper" and "lower" are reversed throughout the definition. Figure 3 illustrates
the definition of (T U)/Lo.
For the second definition, let M be a subset of the contour of the upper or lower
nets. We define M] to be a new contour in which we replace all extensions exceeding
s- 1 with extension s- 1.
We now proceed in the next two lemmas to handle a portion of lower contour with
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only large extensions. As before, the first lemma shows how to handle a monotonic
piece of lower contour, and the second lemma handles a contour portion with large
extensions by dividing it into maximal monotonic pieces.
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a set of upper and two-sided nets. Then we can solve
FOP(s, L, U A) in O(n) time, where Lm is a monotonic portion of the lower contour.
Proof. The solution is the intersection of the feasible offsets from two subproblems.
In the first subproblem, we solve FOP without Lm (using Lemma 3.1). In the second
subproblem, we retain Lm and reroute the two-sided nets in the fashion shown in
Fig. 3, i.e., we determine (UUT)/Lm. Since we have already determined the infeasible
offsets in the absence of Lm (in the first subproblem), we now ignore those portions
of (U T)/L, with extension exceeding s- 1; we need only determine those offsets
for which a vertical cut through (U T)/Lm and L, has too large a sum of upper
and lower extensions. So the second subproblem is SSFOP(s, Lm ((U
[:l
which can be constructed and solved in O(n) time by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3.
Now we combine Lemmas 2.2, 3.2, and 2.4 to solve FOP for a subset of L with
large extensions. As before, we define large as exceeding h and specify the value of h
later.

LEMMA 3.3. If Lg is a subset of L containing only extensions greater than or
equal to h, then we can solve FOP(s, L 9 U T) in O(cn/h) time.
.Now that we have taken care of FOP with large extensions, we use the next two
lemmas to deal with small extensions. The next lemma tells us how to transform
certain instances of FOP into SSFOP and will be used in handling general instances
of FOP with small extensions.
LEMMA 3.4. Let Tl and Tr be two sets of two-sided nets such that all the nets in
are
TI to the left of those in Tr. (That is, the upper terminals in T are to the left of
those in Tr and similarly for the lower terminals.) Also let Ut be a set of upper nets
in which all terminals are to the left of (the upper terminals of) Tr, and let Lr be a
set of lower nets in which all terminals are to the right of Tt. (See Fig. 4.) Then

FOP(s, Ut [2Tl t2T t2 Lr)

FOP(s, Ut t2Tt UT) N FOP(s, L Tt UT)
N FOP(s, ((Ut t2 TI)/L)I8 ((Lr T)/Ut)I8

Proof. The argument is similar to the one for Lemma 3.2. At any given offset
that is infeasible, either there is a vertical cut demonstrating infeasibility that goes
through both Ut and L or there is not. In the former case, we know that we can
incorporate the effect of the two-sided nets into the upper and lower contours; i.e.,
solving FOP(s, ((U t T)/L)I ((L J Tr)/UI)I), as illustrated in Fig. 4, will rule
out the infeasible offsets of the first type. On the other hand, if the infeasibility does
not result from interaction between Ut and Lr, it suffices to solve FOP(s, Ut UTt t2Tr)
and FOP(s, L T J T). Thus, intersection of the feasible offsets from these three
problems provides the feasible offsets for the original problem.
We can now solve FOP with small extensions.
LEMMA 3.5. If the extensions of the upper and lower contours are all less than
h, then we can solve FOP in O(hc lg 2 c) time.
Proof. Let t be the number of two-sided nets. We first consider the case when
s < 4h. Divide the channel into t/4h blocks B1, B2,..., Bt/4h, each spanning 4h twosided nets as shown in Fig. 5. Let Li, Ui, and Ti denote the lower nets, upper nets,
and two-sided nets in block i. (Single-sided nets at a boundary between blocks of
two-sided nets are assigned to exactly one of those blocks.) Since the upper side and
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4h two-sided nets
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FiG. 5. The partition for s

< 4h.

lower side of a block may not be of the same length, we define ci to be the sum of the
number of columns spanned by the upper side and the number of columns spanned
by the lower side.
From Lemma 2.2, FOP(s N) (=t/4h
Ii=1 FOP(s, Li U T U U) Since s < 4h, there
must be fewer than 4h two-sided nets through any vertical cut at any feasible offset.
Therefore, any offset with vertical cuts through L and Uj for j > i + 1 or j < i- 1
would be an infeasible offset, because such a cut would be crossed by all the nets in
T+I or T_ 1. Thus we can write
t/4h

FOP(s,N)

N [fOP(s, niuTuUi)rfOP(s, niuTuUi+l)RfOP(s, niuTuUi_l)]

i--1

Note also that no vertical cuts through both Li and Uj can cut any two-sided nets
outside blocks i through j, so we can rewrite FOP(s, N) as
t/4h

R [FOP(s, niuTiuUi)rFOP(s, niuTiuTi+l uUi+l)rFOP(s, niUTi_l uTiUUi_I)].

i----1

Now we can solve each of FOP(s,L U T U T+I U Ui+) and FOP(s,L U T_ U
in time O(h(ci_ + c + c+)lg(c_ + c + Ci+l)) as follows. We use
Lemma 3.4 to decompose the problem further, Lemma 2.1 for the computation of
new contours (which will still have O(h) extensions), and Lemmas 3.1 and 2.7 to

T U U-I)

solve the subproblems.
To solve FOP(s, LUTUU), we use a recursive method, for which we consider the
general problem of solving FOP(s, L* UT* U U*) with IT*I t* _< 4h. We decompose
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such a problem into left and right blocks, each having half as many two-sided nets as
the original. Using subscripts and r to denote the portions of L*, T*, and U* falling
in the left and right blocks, we know from Lemma 2.2 that

FOP(s, L* t2 T* U U*)

FOP(s, L t2 T* U U*)N FOP(s, L kJ T* U*)
FOP(s,LTU)FOP(s,LT*U)
FOP(s, L T* U) FOP(s, L T U).

The restrictions from T* to T and T are determined by reoning similar to that
used above. Also above, we use Lemma 3.4, Lemma 2.1, Lemma 3.1, and Lemma 2.7
to solve FOP(s, L T* U) and FOP(s, L U T* U) in time O(hc* lg c*), where
c* is the sum of the number of top and bottom columns spanned by L*, T*, and U*.
FOP(s,
U) and FOP(s, L T U) are just recursive calls; we denote
and
the sum of the number of top and bottom columns in these subproblems as
be
can
written
as
to
the
time
L*
T*
compute
Then,
U*)
T(t*, c*)
FOP(s,

L

c.

*

c

T(t*, c*)

T(t*/2, c) + T(t*/2, c) + O(hc* lg c*)

c

c* and T(1, c)
for all t*
O(hclgc). There are O(lgt*)
4h, where + cr*
stages in the recursion, and the total work on all subproblems at any given stage is
c*) O(hc* lg c* lgt*), and, in particular, T(4h, ci)
O(hc* lg c*) time. Thus, T(t*,
O(hci lg ci lg h) O(hci lg 2 c).
Putting everything together, the time to solve FOP(s, N) is
t/4h

t/4h

T(4h, c) +

T(t,c)

O((ci--1 + Ci + c+)hlgc)

t/4h

O(hci lg 2 c) + O(hc lg c)

O(hc lg2 c) + O(hc lg c)
O(hc lg2 c).
Finally, we must return to solving the original problem in the case that s

4h.

We divide the channel into t/2h blocks, each spanning 2h two-sided nets. om
Lemma 2.2, FOP(s, N) t/2h FOP(s, Li U T U U). rthermore, at any offset, we
need not consider any vertical cut for which the number of two-sided nets crossing
the cut is less than s- 2h or greater than s. In the former ce, we know the cut
cannot provide evidence of infeibility; in the latter case infeibility is guaranteed.

Thus, we can write
t/2h

FOP(s, N)

[FOP(s, Li Ti Ti+l U’" Ti+/2h Ui+/2h-1 Ui+/2h)
FOP(s, Li Ti

At this point, we could proceed

Ti_

...

Ti-/2h U Ui-/2h+l Ui-/2h)].

when s < 4h by incorporating two-sided nets
into the upper and lower contours, but there are too many two-sided nets to get the
desired running time; we might end up with more than O(h) distinct extensions in the
contours. Instead, we take out the s- 4h two-sided nets between Li and Vi+s/2h_
and the s-4h two-sided nets betweon Li and Vi_s/2h+l and we decree s by s-4h.
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Each infeasible offset in this new problem actually denotes the center of a range of
2(s- 4h) + 1 infeasible offsets of the original problem, but with this proviso, the task
is to solve
t/2h

N [FOP(4h, L U T U Ti+s/2h_

[.J

Ti+s/2h [_J Ui+s/2h_

[_J

Ui+s/2h)

i--1

FOP(4h, gi U Ti U Ti_s/2h+l [.J Ti_s/2h [.J Ui_s/2h+l U Ui-s/2h)].
We can solve these subproblems using Lemmas 3.4, 2.1, 3.1, and 2.7 as before. Also,
with a similar analysis for the combined running time of the subproblems, we get
total time of O(hc lg c).
THEOREM 3.6. FOP can be solved in O(cVrlg c) time.
Proof. We can use Lemma 2.2 to write FOP(s,N) FOP(s, Lt t2 T 2 Ut)
T U) FOP(s, U9 T [2 L), where Lt is the subset of L with extensions
FOP(s,
is the subset of L with extensions greater than or equal to h, and
less than h and
similarly for Ut and Ug. The first subproblem can be solved in O(hclg2 c) time using
Lemma 3.5, and the latter two subproblems can be solved in O(cn/h) time using
Lemma 3.3. By letting h v/-/lg c, FOP can be solved in O(cx/lg c) time.
We now show how to use a halving technique similar to that of [11] and [9] to
solve OOP in the sam time as FOP. We actually focus here on finding optsep(P),
the minimum separation attainable with an optimal offset for the routing problem P;
once optsep(P) is determined, the solution of the feasible offset problem can be used
to determine the optimal offsets. From the original problem P, we create a simpler
problem P that has about half the separation of P. The basic idea is to halve the
extensions of the contours of single-sided nets, remove every other two-sided net, and
compact the channel horizontally to eliminate .the freed space. More precisely, if the
two-sided nets are numbered 1 through t from left to right, we remove all the oddnumbered nets and move the terminals of net 2i to the left by units. The nonzero
portions of the single-sided contours are also shifted left so that they stay the same
distance from their nearest two-sided nets. This is the same transformation used in [9],
but the effect on optsep is slightly different here due to the general arrangement of
single-sided nets and the disallowance of routing on the channel boundaries, and the
timing analysis for computing optsep(P) differs more substantially. The following
lemma states the relationship between optsep(P) and optsep(P).
LEMMA 3.7. Let s- optsep(P) and s e optsep(Pe). Then 2s-2 _< s _< 2s+2.
Proof. We again use the theory of single-layer routability from [10]. In our
context, the flow of a cut is the number of nets that must cross it, and the cut is
safe if its flow is no greater than one less than the maximum of the horizontal and
vertical extents of the cut. A cut X in P that crosses f nets, p of which are lower
nets, q of which are two-sided nets, and r of which are upper nets, can be seen to
correspond to a cut X with the following properties: (1) The flow of X is in the range
+ 2 +
+ 2, and (2) the horizontal extent of X e is
+ ] [2
2 +
diminished relative to X to the same extent as the flow. Thus s e- 1 E
.],1
[:!
2, s + 2].
i.e., 2s E
THEOREM 3.8. OOP can be solved in O(cv/-lg c) time.
Proof. To find optsep(P), we recursively find s e optsep(Pe). Then we need only
determine which of the five separations in [2s
2,2s + 2] have feasible offsets for P.
Let T(m) be the solution time for optsep(P) where P has maximum extension m but
has been derived by repeated application of the halving transformation to a problem

L

L

32,2t

Is-

s-21 2’3 s-21
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with maximum extension M. Then any extension h in P has been derived from an
extension hM/m in the original problem. An argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.6
then tells us that we can solve FOP for P in O(v/-v/n/Mclgc) time. Thus we
have T(m)
T(m/2) + v/--v/n/Mc lg c, which yields T(m) v/--v/n/Mc lg c _<

x/rc lg c.

B
COROLLARY 3.9. FOP and OOP can be solved in O(n l"51gn) time for c
D
O(n)
4. Conclusion and further results. We have shown how to solve the feasible
offset and optimal offset problems for single-layer channel routing in time O(cv lg c).
(The time is O(cv/n lg c) when all nets are single sided and O(n) when all single-sided
nets are on one side of the channel.) This result is unattractive for large values of
c, but there is a superior alternative when c is larger than n 1"5. Essentially all the
necessary machinery is already in place for the following result, which states that FOP
can be solved in O(n 2 lg n) time independent of the number of columns.
THEOREM 4.1. FOP can be solved in O(n 2 lgn) time.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2, we decompose the lower contour into maximal monotonic subsets. Since there are only n nets, we have at most n monotonic subsets. We
can find the feasible offsets for each subset in O(n) time using Lemma 3.2. The total
time required to find the feasible offsets for all of the subsets of the lower contour
is O(n). Furthermore, for each subset, the set of feasible offsets can be output as
a list of at most n nonoverlapping intervals with all the interval endpoints in sorted
order. Two sets of nonoverlapping intervals with endpoints in sorted order can be
intersected in time proportional to the total number of intervals, which is an upper
bound on the output size. We intersect the O(n) sets of intervals in a tournament
style, i.e., we go from n sets with n intervals in each set to El2 sets with 2n intervals
to 1 set with n 2 intervals. There are lg n stages, with O(n 2) work at
in each set,
B
each stage, yielding a total time of O(n 2 lg n).
One direction for further research is to improve the time for feasible offset when
the number of columns is large. We know that t(n 2) is a lower bound on the worstcase running time, but we suspect that it may not be difficult to obtain an O(n 2) upper
bound as well. Another remaining open question is whether our upper bounds for
feasible offset with smaller c can be improved. We know of no nontrivial lower bounds,
i.e., better than (min{c, n2}). It also might be possible to improve the time required
to solve optimal offset without making further progress on feasible offset. Though it
seems unlikely that optimal offset would be much easier than feasible offset, optimal
offset has a much smaller output size, and output size is the only basis for our lower
bounds on feasible offset.
It is also desirable to handle the situation in which there are multiple modules.
Within each module, the positions of the terminals are fixed, but on each side of the
channel the modules can slide back and forth as long as their order does not change.
In the optimal placement problem, the goal is to minimize the channel length given a
channel width. We can solve this problem in O(n 3) time by adapting ideas used by
Chao and LaPaugh [3] for density minimization; more details can be found in [13]. A
further direction for research is to improve this O(n 3) time when there is a reasonable
bound on the number of columns.
Finally, an interesting open problem related to SSFOP is efficient computation
of the max, + convolution. The technique in Lemma 2.7 can be extended to yield a
solution to max, + convolution for n-vectors of small integers (e.g., _< n /a) in less
than O(n 2) time. If the range of integers could be extended to 1 through n, improved
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solutions for several VLSI routing problems would result

(e.g.,

see

[11]).
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